Tennis. All the umpires, referees and sports officials were professionals and were exclusively
hired for the event to make it as fair as possible.
The aura and the atmosphere of the league was an unforgettable one. The students wore their
university colored jerseys that were laden with sponsor logos and imitated an experience
similar to the IPL.
The competitions included Cricket, Football, Volleyball, Throwball, Table Tennis, and Basketball.
All the matches were professionally conducted and the more than occasional student audience
helped the matches have healthy rivalries going.
The Cricket tournament was filled with drama throughout. Home team IBA topped their group
by winning 2 of the 3 matches and lined up against the mighty Sir Syed University for the semis.
Unfortunately IBA crashed out in the semis after a more than closely contested match. The final
was played between the spirited NED and Sir Syed. There was no repeat of the super over

group match between the two and Sir Syed clinched the Cricket trophy in a one sided
encounter. Bilal Munir from SZABIST ended up being the top scorer but the Player of the
Tournament went to highly abled all‐rounder Bahadur Khan from Sir Syed, whose match saving
innings against IBA ensured them the finalists spot.
The football tournament was another hotly contested event. The teams tackled, slid, headed
and shot in order to score the gold. Team IBA made an early exit in the quarters and the final
was played between PNEC NUST and NED. Like the knockout matches, the final was also
decided on penalties and PNEC NUST held their nerves and with credit to their goalie, clinched
the Football trophy. The Player of the Tournament Award went to none other than the heavily
praised and talented Abdullah from PNEC NUST.
NED managed to make it into the finals of both the volleyball and throwball events but
unfortunately lost to a spirited FAST team in volleyball. However, their well‐knit Throwball team
brought them gold.

It was IBA and Greenwich who
made it into the finals of the Table
Tennis event. The boys in maroon
made hay while the sun shined and
gave IBA the first final win of the
ISL’15.
The Basketball final was probably
the most heated finals of the ISL.
PNEC NUST lined up against boys
from IBA in a close contest. The
scores went neck to neck until the
final quarter as both the teams racked up fouls upon fouls against each other. Player of the
Tournament Abbas Jafferi ensured that his team held their slender lead till the buzzer to give
the Basketball trophy to IBA.
All in all, the teams that contested in the events displayed immense courage and skill to finish
up where they did. Some were better than others but everyone was equally well spirited. The
closing ceremony was held at the Amphitheatre and once again credit to the IBA Boys Sports
Society and the ISL’15 team who managed to pull it off with grace. The points of all the events
were lined up and NED turned out to be the winner of the prestigious Hall of Champions
trophy.

ISL’15 would like to thank all the sponsors, officials and participants who made the tournament
a grand success. Team ISL wishes to conduct further events to promote the spirit of
competition at this level.

